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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Background:  Middle  East  respiratory  syndrome  coronavirus  (MERS-CoV)  has  continued  to  cause  sporadic
outbreaks  of  severe  respiratory  tract  infection  over  the  last  8 years.
Methods:  Complete  genome  sequencing  using  next-generation  sequencing  was  performed  for  MERS-CoV
isolates  from  cases  that  occurred  in  Riyadh  between  2015  and  2019.  Phylogenetic  analysis  and  molecular
mutational  analysis  were  carried  out to  investigate  disease  severity.
Results:  A  total  of  eight  MERS-CoV  isolates  were  subjected  to complete  genome  sequencing.  Phyloge-
netic  analysis  resulted  in  the assembly  of  7/8  sequences  within  lineage  3  and  one  sequence  within
lineage  4 showing  complex  genomic  recombination.  The  isolates  contained  a variety  of  unique  amino
acid  substitutions  in ORF1ab  (41),  the  N protein  (10), the  S protein  (9)  and ORF4b  (5).
audi Arabia Conclusion:  Our  study  shows  that MERS-CoV  is  evolving.  The  emergence  of  new  variants  carries  the  poten-
tial for  increased  virulence  and  could  impose  a challenge  to the global  health  system.  We  recommend  the
sequencing  every  new  MERS-CoV  isolate  to observe  the changes  in  the  virus  and  relate  them  to  clinical
outcomes.

©  2020  The  Author(s).  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd on  behalf  of  King  Saud  Bin Abdulaziz  University  for
Health  Sciences.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND  license  (http://creativecommons.
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The 21st century is witnessing a 3rd outbreak of zoonosis [1]
ssociated with a novel coronavirus, ‘SARS-CoV-2’ in this case.
imilar to its predecessors, the severe acute respiratory syndrome
oronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the Middle East respiratory syndrome
oronavirus (MERS-CoV) [2,3], infection with SARS-CoV-2 (offi-
ially named COVID-19 by the World Health Organization on
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

ebruary 11, 2020) can manifest as bronchitis, pneumonia, or a
evere respiratory illness.
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org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Interestingly, these novel human coronaviruses (hCoVs)
emerged 8–10 years apart. SARS-CoV emerged in China in
November 2003, where the pandemic infected more than 8096 peo-
ple, resulting in 774 deaths (WHO 2002). The pandemic warning
was removed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2004, and
there was no evidence of new cases of infection in humans there-
after. Approximately eight years later in 2012, a new coronavirus,
‘MERS-CoV’, surfaced in Saudi Arabia [3], and periodic outbreaks of
MERS-CoV are still a matter of immense concern for global health
security. A total of 2494 laboratory-confirmed cases have been doc-
umented to date, resulting in 858 deaths spanning 27 countries.
Overall, Saudi Arabia has led in the number of infections, with 2102
confirmed cases and 780 deaths [5].
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

Similar to many other CoVs, MERS-CoV has a very large RNA
genome, of approximately 30 kb including the 5′ and 3′ UTRs, which
encodes three broad protein classes [6,7]. Several structural and
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on-structural proteins are encoded within the intact virion. The
tructural proteins include the spike (S) protein, nucleocapsid (N)
rotein, envelope (E) protein, and membrane (M) protein. The
wo main polyproteins (pp1ab and pp1a) encoded by ORF1ab are
leaved into 15/16 different non-structural proteins [6,7]. Together,
hey form the replicase complex, which is essential for polypro-
ein processing, and efficient virus replication. MERS-CoV encodes
ccessory proteins including ORF 3, ORF 4a, ORF4b, and ORF 5 [6,7],
imilar to many other coronaviruses. The exact roles and precise
ocations of the accessory proteins of MERS-CoV are not quite clear.
owever, it has been suggested that these proteins influence viral

eplication, pathogenesis, and disease outcomes, as observed in
ARS-CoV and other coronaviruses [8].

The entry of MERS-CoV into human cells is facilitated by a heav-
ly glycosylated type I transmembrane protein (S) that binds to
he dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) protein, a receptor on host cells
9]. There is a strong consensus that dromedary camels (Camelus
romedarius) are the primary source of the transmission of MERS-
oV to humans [10]. Whether camels serve as mixing vessels for the
mergence of variant MERS-CoV strains warrants further investi-
ation [11]. A low mutation rate has been demonstrated in MERS
trains isolated from humans, which is attributed to the low level
f immunological pressure exerted on this coronavirus in humans
12]. A high frequency of mutations and recombinant events is
bserved in MERS-CoV strains isolated from camels [13]. Sporadic
ases of MERS-CoV are in continuous circulation in Saudi Arabia,
nd the currently available epidemiological data cannot explain the
hanging epidemiology of the virus.

In this study, we obtained complete genome sequences of MERS-
oV from eight individuals from the Riyadh region in Saudi Arabia.
e carried out molecular epidemiology analysis to investigate their

pidemiological connection with one another and with past strains.
n in-depth genetic analysis was performed to construct an inter-

ace linking genomic variations and disease severity.

aterials and methods

atients and samples

The patients included in this study (n = 8) presented with severe
pper and lower respiratory tract infections and were admitted to
he Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the King Abdulaziz Medical City,

inistry of National Guard – Health Affairs (MNG-HA), Riyadh.
putum, nasopharyngeal swab, endotracheal aspirate, or bronchial
avage samples were obtained. The supernatants were carefully
eparated from the clinical samples by centrifugation at 2000 rpm
or 10 min  and stored at −80 ◦C until processing.

NA extraction and cDNA preparation

Viral RNA was extracted from 1 mL  of the stored samples using
 QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA, USA). The sam-
les were processed in multiple aliquot at 200 �L/turn and passed
hrough a single column to obtain a high concentration of RNA. The
NA was eluted in 60 �l of water and stored at −80◦C until further
rocessing. The RNA concentration was adjusted to a minimum of
00 ng/�l  in a Qubit 3.0 instrument using the Qubit RNA BR assay kit
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The RNA extracted from each sam-
le was reverse transcribed into cDNA using the superscript VILO IV
DNA kit (Thermo Fisher, USA) and stored at −80◦C. Screening for
ERS-CoV was performed using the Coronavirus MERS-Cov RT-PCR
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

it (TIB Molbion/Roche, Germany), targeting the upstream region
f the envelope gene (upE) and open reading frame 1a (ORF1a). The
mplicons were subjected to complete genome sequencing using
on Torrent Ampliseq technology sequencing.
 PRESS
d Public Health xxx (2020) xxx–xxx

Complete genome sequencing

Viral cDNA was subjected to Ampliseq library preparation
according to the manufacturer’s protocol using MERS Ampliseq
Panels (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) with a mean insert size of
200 bps. These panels were designed on the basis of data from 233
reference strains retrieved from NCBI databases. A total of 33,108
amplicons with an average length of 200 bp were included in the
two primer pools. Each library was assigned a distinct barcode
using the Ion Xpress Barcode Adapters 1–16 kit and purified using
Agencourt AMpure Xp beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

Each purified library was  efficiently quantified in a StepOne-
Plus Real-Time PCR system using the TaqMan Library quantification
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol and normalized to 25 pM.  Template-positive Ion Sphere
particles were obtained by pooling all 10 normalized libraries and
clonally amplified in a OneTouch 2 system using the Ion PGM  HiQ
OT2 200 kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA.). Template-positive ISPs
were loaded onto Ion 318 chips and sequenced in an Ion PGM
instrument using the Ion PGM HiQ Sequencing kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA).

Gap-filling PCR and Sanger sequencing

Fourteen bidirectional primer pairs were designed (Supplement
Table 1) for MERS-CoV genome gaps using Primer Express software
v3.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Gap-filling PCR was
performed, and the amplicons were sequenced by Sanger sequenc-
ing in a 3730xl Genetic Analyser using the BigDye Terminator v 3.1
Cycle Sequencing kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) following the
manufacturer’s protocol.

MERS-CoV genome annotation assembly

The next-generation sequencing (NGS) and Sanger sequencing
data were preprocessed (base calling, base quality recalibration,
alignment, and consensus sequence assembly) using Torrent Suite
Server v 5.6 and Ion Torrent software. The nucleotide genome
sequences obtained in this study were deposited in GenBank
under the accession numbers MH013216, MN120513, MN120514,
MH306207, MH359139, MH371127, MH432120 and MH454272.

Phylogenetic analyses of MERS-CoV

The complete genome sequences of MERS-CoVs obtained from
the clinical isolates (n = 8) were aligned with the MERS-CoV
sequences (both partial and complete) available in GenBank using
the Multiple Sequence Comparison by Log-Expectation (MUS-
CLE) program included in the MEGA v7 software package (www.
megasoftware.net). Homologous basic local alignment search tool
(BLAST) searches were carried out for each strain to determine the
most closely related sequences.

To generate a composite phylogenetic tree, we  randomly
removed sequences to create a dataset proportional to these
newly isolated sequences, keeping in mind that the homologous
sequences remain in the final alignment. The final alignment
contained 113 sequences from the complete genome phylogeny,
including 79 from human cases and 34 of animal origin. The best-
fit substitution model was selected using jModelTest [14] and
employed in the maximum-likelihood analysis.

The maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree for the near-
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

complete genomes (>30,000 nt in length) was  inferred using the
ML procedure in the RaxML version 8.2.10 package [15], employing
the GTR + G nucleotide substitution model and 100 bootstrap repli-
cates. Phylogenetic analyses of RF1a, ORF1ab and S gene segments

167
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Table  1
Patient clinical details.Q1

GenBank accession Age (year) Gender History Admission diagnosis Specimen date # Stay (days)

MH013216 57 Male HTN, DM Pulmonary Edema; Carotid Artery Stenosis Mar  2014 38
MH454272 65 Male CPD Fever Jul 2015 168
MH306207 31 Female SLE, HTN DVT Aug2015 37
MH371127 36 Male HTN, DM,  IHD Pneumonia Nov 2016 10
MH359139 50 Female HTN, DM Pneumonia Nov 2016 30
MH432120 68 Male HTN, BA Exacerbation Feb 2017 35
MN120513 69 Male HTN, BPH, DM Pneumonia Mar  2019 91
MN120514 58 Male HTN, RD Pneumonia Mar  2019 7
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BA, Bronchial Asthma; BPH, Benign Prostatic hyperplasia; CPD, Chronic Pulmonar
upus  Erythematosus; DVE, Deep Vein Thrombosis.

ere performed to determine whether any of these sequences
xhibited recombination within different lineages.

nalysis of genomic variations

The nucleotide and amino acid sequences of each protein 8
ERS-CoV isolates were aligned with the corresponding human
ERS-CoV and camel MERS-CoV protein sequences via multiple

lignment in Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA)
oftware. Amino acid changes were calculated using BioEdit (www.
ioedit.com) with reference to Saudi isolate JX869059 (EMC/2012).

ecombination analysis

To detect possible recombination, a bootscan analysis was per-
ormed using Simplot version 3.5.1. Individual sequences from this
tudy were aligned with reference MERS-CoV sequences represent-
ng different clades. The analysis was conducted using a sliding

indow of 200 nucleotides, a 20-bp step size and 100 bootstrap
eplicates through gap-stripped alignments and neighbour-joining
nalysis. Possible sites of recombination suggested by the
oot scan analysis were confirmed through multiple sequence
lignments.

esults

aseline clinical characteristics of patients

Table 1 presents the baseline and clinical characteristics of the
 studied patients infected with MERS-CoV. The mean age of the
atients was 57 years, and they included 6 males and 2 females.
ost of the patients had a history of hypertension, and 4 of the 8

ad diabetes. All these patients were admitted to the intensive care
nit (ICU) of KAMC, MNG-HA, and 4 of the patients died.

hylogenetic analysis

The evolutionary relationships of these newly sequenced Saudi
ERS-CoV isolates were assessed in combination with the globally

solated sequences available in the GenBank database (Figs. 1,2).
even of these isolates were assembled with lineage B3, while
ne strain belonged to the lineage B4 sequences in the complete
enome phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1). All the studied isolates were
losely related to previous strains from Riyadh isolated during
015−2017. Two of the 2019 strains and one 2017 strain specif-

cally exhibited longer branch lengths due to a large number of
ubstitutions. The only lineage B4 strain (MH013216) appeared in
he complete genome tree together with a recombinant strain from
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

eddah isolated from a camel. In the subgenomic phylogenetic anal-
sis, all B3 strains remained in the same clade (Fig. 2A, 2B, 2C),
hereas the B4 strains resembled the B2 strains more closely in the
RF1a gene phylogeny (Fig. 2A). Further analysis using the Simplot
ase; DM,  Diabetes Mellitus; HTN, Hypertension; RD, Renal Disease; SLE, Systemic

program [16] confirmed that MH013216 is a complex recombi-
nant strain with contributions from multiple lineages of MERS-CoV
(Fig. 3). The close similarity of MH013216 with B4 sequences was
mainly located between nucleotides 16,500 and 24,000. In ORF1,
however, the strain sequence matched parts of A2, B1, B2, and
B3. The assembly of the strain within B2 occurred because of
similar nucleotides at certain sites within lineages and an exclu-
sive B2-like arrangement between nucleotides 12,000 and 12,500
(Fig. 3).

Mutational analysis

We compared the deduced amino acid sequences of the studied
isolates with the reference JX869059 (EMC/2012) and searched for
amino acid substitutions in MERS-CoV proteins that are probably
associated with disease severity or transmissibility in humans. We
were astounded to note a variety of unique mutations not detailed
previously in MERS-CoV.

The majority of these mutations were found in ORF1ab (41
unique mutations), followed by the N protein (10 mutations), the S
protein (9 mutations) and ORF4b (5 mutations) (supplement Table
2A and supplement Table 2B). In the ORF1ab replicase, mutations
were quite evident in nsp3 (n = 17) (putative papain-like protease
(PLpro)), nsp12 (n = 9) (putative RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp)), nsp13 (n = 6) (putative helicase (Hel)) and nsp14 (n = 6)
(putative exonuclease (Exon)). Random mutations were also found
in nsp4 and nsp6 (putative hydrophobic regions), nsp16 (putative
S-adenosylmethionine-dependent 2′-O-ribose methyltransferase),
and nsp1 and nsp2 (proteins of unknown function).

Characteristic nsp3 (PLpro) amino acid substitutions were
observed at positions G981S, P1099R, and K1255R in 5/8 isolates
and V1375I and M2119I in 4/8 isolates. Similarly, an nsp13 (Hel)
substitution at position V5551A and annsp14 (Exon) substitution
at position V6030 F were present in 5/8 isolates (supplement Table
2A).

The S protein of MERS-CoV is a heavily glycosylated type 1
transmembrane protein found on the surface of the virus, form-
ing spikes consisting of receptor-binding subunit S1 and membrane
fusion subunit S2 [7]. The noteworthy substitutions in the receptor-
binding domain (RBD) of the S1 subunit were T424I, in 2/8 isolates,
and S459 T, in 1/8 isolates. Another substitution, W553R, was  found
in the overlapping RBD/RBM (receptor binding motif) region in
2/8 isolates. The S2 subunit substitutions included S950 T in the
fusion peptide, Q1009 L in hepatad repeat region 1 (HR1), and
C1313S in the transmembrane (TM) region (supplement Table
2B).

N proteins are essential for the packaging of viral RNA into
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

viable virus-like particles. The characteristic substitutions included
V178A in the N-terminal domain (NTD), present in 6/8 isolates,
and A300 V in the C-terminal domain (CTD), present in all studied
isolates (Table 2). Q3
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Fig. 1. A near-complete phylogenetic analysis of Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) genomes. This maximum likelihood tree was estimated from
s olates
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hown  in red. Camel viruses are indicated by bold circles, while all other samples a
er  site. Intra- and inter-lineage genetic distances (p-distance) are shown in the ins

Other CTD amino acid substitutions observed were L293 F,
resent in 2/8 isolates, and V263A, R292 P, and W293C present in
ne isolate each. The substitutions in the linker region (LKR) of the

 protein include G198S, which was present in 2/8 isolates, and
242E, which was present in one isolate. The N arm of the N pro-

ein included S11 F, which was present in 2/8 isolates, and P7L and
28 V, which were present in one isolate each. The C-tail of the
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

 protein also contained a single amino acid substitution, S391I
supplement Table 2B).

Similar to other lineage C betacoronaviruses, MERS-CoV
ncodes five unique accessory proteins, designated 3, 4a, 4b, 5 and
 from Saudi Arabia, using RAxML. The names of viruses sequenced in this work are
 human infections. Branch lengths reflect the number of nucleotide substitutions

8b [7]. We  found a two-amino acid substitutions in ORF3, encod-
ing a protein of unknown function, which was G85D/P86 F, in 3/8
isolates, and the single-amino acid substitutions V62 F, in 2/8 iso-
lates, and T87 N, in one isolate. The ORF4a, 4b and M proteins have
recently been found to antagonize type I INF production.

Four of the studied isolates exhibited the ORF4a substitution
E102Q. The substitutions observed in ORF4b were H73 N and A218S,
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

in 2/8 isolates, and V51I, I147 L, and H243Q, in 1 isolate each. Two
of the isolates exhibited an amino acid substitution in the M pro-
tein (T127I), while one isolate exhibited a mutation in ORF5 (I98 M)
(supplement Table 2B).
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic analysis of the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) based on partial ORF1 (A), ORF2 (B), and S gene (C) regions. These maximum
likelihood trees were estimated with the inclusion of six newly sequenced isolates from Saudi Arabia using RAxML. The names of viruses sequenced in this work are shown
in  red. Camel viruses are indicated by bold circles, while all other samples are from human infections. Branch lengths reflect the number of nucleotide substitutions per site.
Intra-  and inter-lineage genetic distances (p-distance) are shown in the inset.
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ig. 3. Bootscan analysis demonstrating the complex recombination of MH013216
ere  subjected to bootscan analysis across the complete genome using the Simplot

ap-stripped alignments and neighbour-joining analysis. Vertical lines show the co

iscussion

Sporadic cases of MERS-CoV continue to occur in Middle East-
rn regions, including Saudi Arabia. In this study, we  conducted
equencing to determine the genome sequences of 8 MERS-CoV iso-
ates. We  performed evolutionary and genomic analyses to address
everal (among many unanswered) questions related to persistent
ERS-CoV infection.
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

We found a number of genomic variations in the crucial
egions of MERS-CoV, including the replication/transcription com-
lex (RTC), the nucleocapsid protein N, the surface protein S,
nd ORF4a and ORF44b, involved in the host-mediated immune
-CoV strains representing lineages 1-6 of group B along with strains from group A
am with a 200-bp window size, 20-bp step size, and 100 bootstrap replicates using

 estimated breakpoints of recombination in the analysed strains vs MH013216.

response. We identified a genomic recombinant isolate exhibiting
characteristic substitutions representing almost all the group A and
B MERS-CoV strains. Phylogenetic analysis resulted in the assem-
bly of 7/8 sequences into 3 subclusters within lineage 3 of group
B MERS-CoV. The longer branch lengths of these strains from the
common node of their closest relatives in the phylogenetic tree
were notable. New isolates were detected within a period of 6, 9,
or 12 months after the detection of their closest relatives. One pos-
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

sible explanation for the longer branch length observed is the large
number of substitutions found in these isolates, and another that
we missed or could not detect were their close relatives during that
period. Homology searches did not reveal any specific relatedness
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Table  2
Non-synonymous genomic variations observed in study isolates as compared to global sequences excluding the lineage-specific genomic variations.

STRAIN S ORF (n) M N

MH013216 P97 L, T424I, C1313S S733R/E736 K, F1609 L, P1883S, L3785 F, M4574I, V5557A, V51Iı – W293C, A300V**
MH454272 W553R, R700 L, S950T T649I, P777S, A1045 V, V1202I, E1835A, M2119I, P2742S,

G3117E/V3120D
– V178A, A300V**

F5011I, R5027S/D5028Y/R5029 K, G5061R, V5551A***, V6030 F, E102C,
H243C�,  H73N�

MH306207 – C167 G, A1045 V, E1835A, M2119I, G3117E, L3785F – S11 F, L283 F, A300V**
A5362 L, V5551A***

MH371127 – V117D, G981S, P1099R, V1375I, A1462 T, P1971S, D2204A – V178A, A300V**
V5551A***, E102C

MH359139 W553R, R700L T649I, P777S, A1045 V, V1202I, E1835A, M2119I, P2742S – V178A, A300V**
V5551A***, T5560S, V6030 F, E102C, H73N�

MH432120 – T636I, G981S, P1099R, V1375I, A1462 T, P1971S, F3098 L/T3101N T127I G28 V, V178A, D242E, V263A,
A300V**

F5072 L, V5551A***, I5559 M/T5560 F/G5561W/L5562 V/Y5563 V,
I6668 M,  V6431F
G85D/P86 F/T87N*, E102C

MN120513 V26 L, S191 P, S459T G981S, P1099R, K1255R, V1375I, A1462 T, H1714Y, P1971S, N4385 K,
I4611 V, V5551A***, A5764S, M6272I, L6373R, L6958 P, V62F*,
G85D/P86F*, A218S ı

P7L, V178A, G198S, A300V**

MN120514 V26 L, T424I, Q1009L T586S, G981S, P1099R, V1375I, E1428 G, A1462 T, A1301 V, H1714Y,
P1971S, S2111R, N4385 K, K5019 N, V6030 F, L6412 F, V62F*, P86L*,
I147L ı , A218S ı

V178A, G198S, R292 P,
A300V**, S391I,
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Variations found in ORF3; ¶ Variations found in ORF4a; � Variations found in OR
solates  EXCEPT MH013216 (recombinant strain) and MN105241.

f MERS-CoV variants with SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV-2, in agreement
ith recently reported studies [1,21].

The recombination frequency in coronaviruses is quite high, and
ecombination is known to occur due to the exchange of func-
ional motifs or even entire genes [17]. Some previous reports have
lso suggested the occurrence of recombination in association with
ost switching in many coronaviruses [18–20]. The MH013216
train showed complex genomic recombination, including a major
ortion of the genome resembling strains of lineage 4; however,

t harboured lineage-specific residues of both groups A and B of
ERS-CoV. This strain was assembled within lineage 2 of the group

 MERS-CoV strains in the subgenomic phylogenetic analysis of
RF1a.

The MERS-CoV 30 kb genome encodes structural proteins, acces-
ory proteins, and two ORFs (ORF1a and ORF1b), from which two
arge polyproteins are translated and subsequently processed by
he viral proteinase into nonstructural proteins (nsp) that together
orm RTCs [7]. The synthesis of genomic RNA (gRNA) and subge-
omic messenger RNAs (sgmRNA) occurs at RTCs [8], involving

nteraction with the N protein [22,23]. Amino acid substitutions
n the nsp proteins as well as the N protein are therefore crucial in
he CoV life cycle. In fact, yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays of mouse
epatitis virus (MHV) and SARS-CoV revealed that nsp3 is the main
TC component that interacts with the N protein [24,25]. The direct

nteraction of the N protein with RTCs is considered critical, as
mpairment of this interaction greatly reduces CoV replication and
rogeny production [24].

We found amino acid substitutions in the nsp3, helicase (nsp13,
n important enzyme for viral tropism and virulence), RDRp
nsp12), and exoribonuclease (nsp14) proteins. How these pro-
eins (either individually or together) interact with the N protein
n viral replication, sgmRNA production, and translation warrants
unctional studies. Most of the adaptive events in MERS-CoV in
umans and camels [26] are now thought to occur through nsp3
ia its deubiquitination and de-esterification activity to inhibit the
FN response [27].

Irrespective of the CoV strain involved, accessory ORFs have
Please cite this article in press as: AlBalwi MA,  et al. Evolving sequence
(MERS-CoV). J Infect Public Health (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ji

een implicated in the context of infection, specifically in the
ntagonization of the host response [28,29]. MERS-CoV ORF4a sup-
resses IFN production by binding to dsRNA [28], and the 4b gene
roduct is reportedly associated with the evasion of host cell IFN
* Variations specifically found UNIQUE to study isolates; ***Variation found in all

defence mechanisms [30,31]. Amino acid substitutions in these
proteins may  impact the host immune response to the disease
and, ultimately, its pathogenesis. The variant strains may  have
acquired high pathogenicity, but intense surveillance studies will
be required to elucidate how this will be reflected in viral spreading
and persistence in the future.

Similar to other coronaviruses, the MERS-CoV spike protein (S) is
highly exposed to the virus surface and is the first line of contact in
virus infection and the host immune response. Amino acid substi-
tutions in the RBD/RBM region that play any role in virus binding to
host DPP4 need to be investigated. The heptad repeat region (HR1)
has recently been reported to be a major selection target among
MERS-CoVs for their interspecies jump and spread to humans. One
of the studied isolates presented the HR1 substitution Q1009L, and
a nearby amino acid substitution, T1015 N, has been implicated in
an increased MERS-CoV infection efficiency in vitro [32].

Although camels are thought to be the primary zoonotic reser-
voir responsible for human transmission, there is some evidence
that bats might be the ancestral reservoir host for MERS-CoV [17].
Direct contact with dromedary camels or camel products has been
reported in only 55 % of primary MERS-CoV cases, and the con-
tact history in the remaining cases is unknown [33]. This study has
some limitations, as we do not have samples from camels or other
domestic and wild animals to confirm the possible contact history
of the disease in our patients.

We identified novel point mutations and mutation complexes,
indicating a changing epidemiology of MERS-CoV, potentially
raising the alarm regarding new viral outbreaks and associated
morbidity and mortality. The search for intermediate hosts in
MERS-CoV evolution is necessary, as are functional studies to deter-
mine the pathogenic potential of such substitutions, which may  aid
in the screening of patients at higher risk.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of this study lead to the recommen-
dation that the complete genome sequencing of all new cases of
 mutations in the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
ph.2020.06.030

MERS-CoV to monitor virus evolution. A clear understanding of the
recombination events involved in MERS-CoV evolution would aid in
developing effective tools for controlling new human coronavirus
infections worldwide.
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